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Pub to open on-campus cost over $1 million

INSIDE THIS
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The Saint Mary’s Museum
of Art opening features new
exhibits from Bay Area locals.

An in-depth look at the
3.5% increase in 20182019 student tuition.
THE UPCOMING SAINT MARY’S PUB IN CASSIN faces controversy as Sodexo and the Saint Mary’s administration seek to create a student hang out space on-campus. (Courtesy of Eventbrite)

By Rachel Tellijohn
Contributing Writer

Over $1 million went into the addition of
a pub for Saint Mary’s College campus. The
pub, tentatively set to open by the end of September, is part of the renovations to Cassin
Student Union and Dryden Hall.
Sodexo, the company that manages Oliver
Hall and Cafe Louis and a driving force behind
the project, provided half of the funds needed
for the project. Jane Camarillo, Vice Provost
for Student Life, said the other half of the
funds came from gifts given to the College,
from various alumni, parents of alumni, and
board members.
She states that, “We’re not seeing (the pub)
as a big money maker.”
According to Camarillo, Sodexo can see the
value in the pub as a dining element, but that
the pub will only serve alcohol on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday - it could not function to
serve alcohol seven days a week.
“[Sodexo] is always looking for a way to
renovate their own facilities,” she says. Sodexo
is typically financially responsible for those
renovations. One goal of the addition of the
pub is to enhance the dining experience for

campus.
Rob Gonzalez, President of the Associated
Students of Saint Mary’s College, says because
the pub is run by Sodexo, students should be
involved in the food committee to offer their
input on the food served. “They’re trying to
get student feedback,” he said.
There are currently seven seats open for
students to serve on the food committee.
Gonzalez states that as of right now, the pub
is supposed to serve food similar to that of
Cafe Louis. With regard to the alcohol served,
Gonzalez says he is unsure about the process
for who will be allowed into the pub and how
age will be determined, but that there will be
a three drink limit.
“Generally, from the student body, curious
questions have been coming up,” Gonzalez
says. He continues, “I do know there is going
to be a band system. I do not know how they
are going to distinguish who is 21 or not”.
Camarillo states that the pub is designed
with both on and off campus students in mind,
as well as both undergraduate and graduate
and professional students. It is a place where
students can enjoy an adult beverage after
class, but that it will operate similarly to Cafe
Louis.
“We’re not making the pub part of the meal

plan,” Camarillo said. Saint Mary’s College
strategic plan has seven different goals and
Camarillo believes the pub falls into the goals
of that plan.
Camarillo continues that, “[The pub is part
of] creating that 24/7 destination campus”.
She says something heard most commonly
from undergraduates is that there is nothing
to do on the weekends. The pub is designed
with the capacity to not only support student
hangouts, but introduce programming as
well.
The hope is to hire an event coordinator
that will identify opportunities for informal
social gatherings designed for graduate and
professional students, Camarillo said. There
is a want to offer the space as well as the planning. Gonzalez states that, “Essentially, (the
pub is) going to be open for pre-games”.
Both Gonzalez and Camarillo said students
will be invited to take place in the naming of
the pub. “We’re going to invite students to join
in the naming of the pub,” Camarillo says. “We
also want students to feel like it’s theirs”. According to Gonzalez, one name tossed around
is ‘The 1928’ and he encourages students to
give suggestions to the Associated Students.
“We want something that shouts, ‘Hang out
here’,” Gonzalez added.
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“Crazy Rich Asians” defies Asian movie stereotypes
By aubrie mckeever
staff Writer

“May I suggest you explore Chinatown?”
Amid the gasps of shock in the theater, I felt a
recognition in that statement: the recognition
of the racist remarks that Asians hear often,
and the recognition of how Asians are treated
onscreen. What I did not recognize were
the following actions of Eleanor. She put the
racist hotel manager in his place and showed
she is the one with power. Eleanor, the Asian
woman, is in charge and will not be bossed by a
white person. The cast of “Crazy Rich Asians,”
showed that Asian men and women are in
charge and will not be playing second fiddle
to white actors.
When I first saw the trailer for “Crazy Rich
Asians” this past summer, I was not quite sure
what to think. I know that usually Asians do
not play the leads in movies, and when they are,
the movies are not of great quality. However,
“Crazy Rich Asians” exceeded my expectations
when I saw it this summer. I loved the movie
because of the plot, cast, and its significance to
me as an Asian American.

“Crazy Rich Asians” is a movie about a girl
named Rachel Chu, played by Constance
Wu, who is dating Nick Young, played by the
Hollywood newcomer Henry Golding. Nick
invites Rachel to go to Singapore for his best
friend’s wedding and to meet his family for
the first time. She does not know that Nick is
a millionaire. The whole plot revolves around
Rachel dealing with Nick’s family who does
not approve of her and her background as a
Chinese American. Nick’s mother, played by
Michelle Yeoh, is highly against the relationship because Rachel is not from a wealthy
family and was not raised with traditional
values in Asia. Rachel’s outsider background
causes a lot of conflict throughout the film,
and their relationship struggles to the point
where Nick has to choose between his family or
Rachel. It brings into question the importance
of family and tradition or love. Which is more
important? And must one really have to choose
between them?
I liked “Crazy Rich Asians” a lot, because it
is the only positive representation of Asians
I have ever seen on screen. Since I had not
been born yet when The Joy Luck Club came
out 25 years ago, I have not seen a movie with

Asian leading characters. Whenever I see
Asian characters on screen, I am usually left
feeling embarrassed or ashamed because of
the way they are represented as racist stereotypes: the nerd, the soft-spoken introvert, the
heavily accented foreigner, or the comic relief.
Long Duck Dong in 16 Candles is the movie’s
foreign comic relief. A more recent example
of comic relief is Lily in Pitch Perfect 2, who
is an Asian character who does not speak at
all, but only whispers and is seen as the weird
girl. I remember hearing the audience in the
theater laughing at her and thinking why the
one Asian character in the movie had to be
portrayed as the silent quirky girl who talks,
looks, and acts weird. It felt embarrassing
being associated with this character since
she was the only Asian character, and the
audience is encouraged to poke fun ather.
But with “Crazy Rich Asians,” I was proud to
leave the theater as a Chinese American after
seeing such a great representation of Asians
in a movie. The Asian characters of “Crazy
Rich Asians” are not stereotypical Hollywood
Asians: they are different.
see CULTURE, page 5
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Museum of Art on St. Mary’s campus: A Sight to See
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NEWS EDITOR
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The Saint Mary’s Museum of
Art opened its new exhibits to the
public on Sept. 20. The opening included performances from faculty,
local dance groups, and the Saint
Mary’s choir.
In 1934, art professor and
Brother Fidelis Cornelius Braeg
established the William Keith
Gallery at Saint Mary’s. With a
generous donation by the William
Randolph Hearst Foundation in
1977, the William Keith Gallery
became the Hearst Art Gallery.
Following a large expansion of both
the permanent collection as well as
the exhibition space, the Hearst Art
Gallery became the Saint Mary’s
College Museum of Art in 2011.
There are currently three new
exhibits on display as a part of the
Fall 2018 Exhibition: Graphicanos,
Paint from Nature, and Stanley
Koppel.
From the Fort Wayne Museum
of Art comes Graphicanos, a traveling exhibit of the Serie Project.
Founded by Sam Coronado, the
project aims to provide underrepresented Chicano artists with the
tools and techniques to create new
bodies of work. It highlights art
pieces from the Chicano Art Movement of the 1980s and continues to
reflect the experiences of Mexican
Americans and Latinos within the

SAINT MARY’S MUSEUM OF ART opens with the showing of new exhibits. (Courtesy of Terrilyn Ho)

United States.
Paint from Nature is a series of
artworks from William Keith featuring the landscapes of Yosemite
and the Sierra Nevadas. Already
prominent within the museum’s
collection, Keith spent the majority
of his life painting the American
West, and his works reflect his
evolving style over time.
Some of Stanley Koppel’s
pieces will be joining the museum’s
permanent collection. Koppel
was a Bay Area activist based in
the graphics arts workshop in San
Francisco- many of the artists at
these shops illustrated for local
unions, and Koppel was no exception. Focusing on the late ‘40s

through the early ‘70s, his paintings
center around labor movements
and eventually the Anti-Vietnam
War movement. The Museum
already had a small number of
Koppel’s painting, but through
generous donations, they will be
able to display a full collection of 18
paintings.
Choir member and first-year
Moises Gonzalez says the best part
“was being able to walk through
and see the exhibits around the
Vietnam War era and just seeing
how those artists portrayed various
events of that time.”
April Bojorquez is the new curator of the Saint Mary’s Museum of
Art and has been at her position

for a little over a month. She works
with John Schneider, the Programs and Collections Manager,
on improving the Museum’s public
relations, and obtaining artworks
for the creation of new exhibits.
Bojorquez, says she is looking
forward to being able to bring these
new exhibits to Saint Mary’s and
that they are an “interesting peak
at the happenings in San Francisco
and how artists played a significant
role in some of those movements.”
She continues, “For me, it’s a really
exciting opportunity to expand this
type of work within our collection.”
Some of the performers at the
opening included Professor Rogelio Lopez Garcia, Ballet Folklorico,
Davalos Company, and the Saint
Mary’s Choir. They utilised the
performing arts to reflect on the
California-centered artworks.
According to one attendee at the
opening, she really enjoyed the
dancing, because “it really brought
the artwork to life, and her space
kind of came to life with the performance.”
The MoA is open Wednesday
through Sunday from 10am to
4pm. It will be hosting multiple
events later in the year- including
Study Salons in which the museum
will provide food and drinks as well
as an area for quiet study for students during exam weeks . Be sure
to visit the MoA website for more
events and details.
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The town of Moraga and Saint Mary’s College

HENRY PENALOSA
Sports Editors

BY HUNTER HERSHEY
NEWS EDITOR

JACK BARNES
Copy Editor

Cars wander the streets of St.
Mary’s like animals looking for
meat. Students, as focused as
they may be, struggle to find a
peaceful and organized environment to study outside of our
outdated library.
So, the question must be: what
keeps St. Mary’s from innovating
and expanding to meet the needs
our students? The answer is not
an easy one.
I sat down with Vice Provost of
Student life, Dr. Jane Camarillo,
in hopes to better understand the
process by which much needed
innovations—library, parking
structures, etc.-- come to fruition.
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Photo Editor
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

“They, at one time, had
a chance to become a
city, but they believe
the appeal and lure of
the area lies within the
essence of the quiet,
‘bedroom community.’”
First, it is of utmost importance to understand the town
of Moraga, in essence and ordinance. Commonly mistaken as
the city of Moraga, the town is
proud of its size and demeanor.
Dr. Camarillo, recalling the history of Moraga, states: “they, at
one time, had a chance to become
a city, but they believe the appeal
and lure of the area lies within
the essence of the quiet, ‘bedroom community’ without a lot
of businesses, so they remained

a town.”
Now, with that said, the obvious elephant in the room would
be St. Mary’s College. Perched
atop Moraga sits the antithesis
of what lies below; a growing
population of energy, vibrancy
(noise) and commuters blooms
for ten months out of the year.
“There is definitely something
to be said about that,” Dr. Camarillo stated, “the wrestling
concepts of a college town and
that of a quiet one.” Regardless
of any conflicting opinions, St.
Mary’s is subject to the town
ordinances of Moraga. And, if
anything is to get completed,
innovated, or built, these ordinances govern wholly.
So, how do the two come together to accomplish change?
“Every 10-15 years, the town of
Moraga and St. Mary’s college
meet and discuss something
known as a ‘Campus Master
Plan,’” Dr. Camarillo said. “The
Campus Master Plan is an agreement that colleges typically have
with their surrounding town.’
Campus Master Plans are essential for improving and building on a campus insomuch as
they detail what the town wants/
needs/allows the respective college to do. But, of course, fluidity
is essential in these meetings to
ensure St. Mary’s gets the support from the town that they
require to flourish.
“The Master Plan creates that
initial footprint that gives us
access to projects like a new
learning commons (library) or
a new parking structure. But it
also extends to town essentials.
For example, if we take away
ten parking spaces then we are
required to replace them else-

where. The same goes for green
space…if we take away a section
of vegetation it must be replaced
elsewhere.”

About a year ago,
we did a data-based
investigation into
our parking issue on
campus. The data
revealed that there was
a three hour window,
on campus, where no
parking is available.
Dr. Camarillo continues, “the
latest Campus Master Plan was
just recently approved about a
year ago, so the footprints are
there for these projects; there is
a capacity for reaching on what
we can do.”
Throughout the interview, I
was getting the impression that
this relationship was a doubleedged sword, though not in a
pejorative way.
Obviously, any college would
like to have free reign in deciding what to add, displace and
improve. And, while it is essential to have a this relationship
in place, I began to understand
that these local ordinances can
prevent the College from doing
what they see fit.
For example:
Dr. Camarillo illuminated me
to a privy fact I was hitherto
unaware of. “About a year ago,
we did a data-based investigation into our parking issue on
campus. The data revealed that
there was a three-hour window,
on campus, where no parking is

available.”
Now, according to Dr. Camarillo, there was once a plan to
add a second level on top of the
Brother Urban Gregory commuter parking lot to, essentially,
create a ‘parking structure’ and
effectively double the spaces of
that lot.
The project was put on hold after research showed a decrease in
high school graduates that year
(this data would insist a trend of
fewer college applicants) and the
funding revealed itself to be uneconomical and unsustainable.
“Moraga, meanwhile, would
like us to reduce the use of singleoccupancy cars so as to reduce
traffic.” says Dr. Camarillo. It is
fair to say, Moraga did not support the building of a parking
structure under the circumstances in which it was originally
proposed — under the old Master
Plan.
“They want us to fix our problem of parking, to reduce traffic,
and to meet our sustainability goal— no carbon footprint.”
From my understanding, we now
have the room to do this under
the newly updated Master Plan,
however, it still calls for a large
sum of funding, a large sum that
St. Mary’s is solely responsible
for.
The relationship between
Moraga and St. Mary’s is similar
to that of most respective colleges and their surrounding towns:
one that is always developing,
changing, and improving. Thanks
to our newly updated Campus
Master Plan, we can expect the
prioritization of capital projects,
such as learning commons and
parking structures, in the years
to come.
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Showcasing students’ creative works on a fully student-run platform…

Memories of a Chariot

“NEVER SAY FORGOTTEN: THE PATH BETWEEN THE STARS” is a published novel
by Jordan Pastor. (Courtesy of Luis Guzman)

by Jordan Pastor
Contributing Writer
December 22nd, 2018. Axel Stuart Warnecke was charged with the
murder of his girlfriend, Felicia Gianna Cordova. Cordova’s body was
found the evening of September
2nd in Armistice Park in Hoboken,
New Jersey. Investigators have
determined that her killer had
fled the scene just hours before. A
bypasser who would like to remain
anonymous was in the park and
found Ms. Cordova; officers were
immediately on the scene. The
suspected killer, Mr. Warnecke,
could face a life sentence if he is
found guilty of the murder of Ms.
Cordova.
On December 26th, 2018, the
day after Christmas, the jury came
to an unfettered, unanimous decision. Axel Stuart Warnecke was
found guilty on the charges of firstdegree murder and tampering with
evidence. Warnecke now faces
life in prison - a fitting end, some
would say. His brother, Quentin
Warnecke; as well as Cordova’s sis-

ter, Priscilla Montegrin were both
present in the courtroom during
the announcement of the verdict.
Snowflakes danced down from
the hazy evening sky, embracing
the brick-red courthouse shingles
in a blanket of soft ice. Inside the
building, but outside the door
to the courtroom, Quentin and
Priscilla sat quietly on the worn,
wooden benches against the opposite wall. Reporters and their
crews were getting ready to leave,
trailing large black wires behind
their heavy equipment. There
was a somber complacency in
Priscilla’s pupils.
“It’s gonna be really cold outside,” Quentin chuckled as he
caught a glimpse of her face. He
didn’t think she heard him. “Pris.”
“Don’t call me that.” She looked
at him briefly, then snapped her
eyes back to their original position.
Quentin exhaled through his nose,
then bit his lip.
“I’m sorry. I was just try-”
“Why… Why would you do that?
Why would you wanna make
conversation with me after sitting
through that?”
“I just thought I’d try to talk
to you. Can you talk to me?” He
asked. Priscilla grated her palms
up her face and into her hair,
bringing them back down again to
slap her cheeks, finally resting her
shaking hands on her bottom lip.
“What am I supposed to talk to
you about, Quentin? I can’t…my
sister is dead. She’s not coming
back, I’m never seeing her again.
I can’t eat I can’t…breathe,” her
eyes darted back and forth toward
random coordinates, until she realized again what was happening.
“I don’t wanna talk to you ! I don’t
wanna hear your voice, god! I don’t
wanna see your face. Don’t talk to
me! DON’T TALK TO ME!” Her
last exclamation brought her to
her feet in a primally loud shriek.
Her muscles felt like they were

engulfed in a searing hot explosion. “Fuck!” She screamed at the
ceiling. As she looked down at
Quentin’s face, hers was still drifting between a state of crying and
of indignation. A trembling shiver
rose within Quentin, and he felt his
body jolt with anger.
“I don’t have him,” Quentin
began. Priscilla turned around
to face him. “You got to have a
sister who was good. She’s gonna
be remembered well. I don’t have
that.” His voice began to grow
louder. Frustration was beginning
to bubble up from within him like
magma. “My brother was good. He
got us the chariot. He worked and
worked and tried and tried because
he wanted to be good. He loved the
fucking shit out of me! And I love
him! He’s my fucking brother!”
His shoulders tightened, and his
hands began to shake tears began.
“I can’t have that! Ax is good!
They don’t - they don’t know Ax
like I do!” He roared back at her.
“And he took it away! He fucking
took our life away from us! People
want him to die!” He cried out with
fear. His face became pale. The
adrenaline tangled his lungs and
made it nearly impossible for him
to remember to breathe. He began
to wheeze a little.
“At least he’s still alive.” Priscilla
snapped. Quentin’s eyes widened.
“And I don’t wanna hear about that
stupid fucking car again.”
“The chariot? You know it?”
“Yeah.”
“The orange 80’s Camaro?”
“Yeah.”
“I fuckin’ hated that thing.”
There was a slight pause. Priscilla
began to squint as she slowly began
to spill a laugh. She covered her
hand with her face, trying to hold
back her snickering. “What’s so
funny?”
“It was so ugly!” She said. This
invited a small giggle within him.
“And it didn’t even work! It was

just a shit car!”
“Why did they love that thing?
They drove it everywhere.”
“Everywhere!”
“And the…” Priscilla held up
two hands, as if she was holding a
sandwich, “and the hot-”
“And the Hot Papi bumper sticker?” They both belted out laughing.
Quentin gripped his hair, then
rubbed his eyes.
“The snake!”
“The fucking snake!”
“That chariot was trash! It was a
garbage car!”
“And the smell…”
“That nasty smell!”
“Ms. Montegrin?” A young
woman in a blue blazer asked.
The grip she had on her clipboard
was tight, and her smile was polite.
She was absent for the context of
the conversation.
“Hi, yeah. That’s me.” The young
woman extended her hand; Priscilla shook it.
“My name is Ellie King. I’m a
student from Boston University,
and I was wondering if you would
be okay talking to me a little bit
about the case?” She asked. Quentin chuckled politely.
“Sure. Just a minute.” Priscilla
responded.
“Of course, take your time.” Ellie
said before briefly disappearing
again down the corridor.
“She really just went in like
that.” Quentin mumbled to Priscilla. When she felt the sleeve
of his coat brush up against her
shoulder, she looked up at him.
There was a gentle optimism in
both of their chests that blossomed
like the first flower of spring. She
threw her arms around his torso,
embracing him. He wrapped his
arms around her, squeezing her
uncertain heartbeat against his
own. A smile once again erupted
in their cheeks.
“Merry Christmas, Quentin.”
“Merry Christmas, Pris.”

2018-2019 Tuition sees hike up: “A modest 3.5%”
BY GABRIELLA RAMIREZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The start of a new school year
brings about new changes — including an increase in tuition. It
was first announced in an email
to all students from the Saint
Mary’s College Board of Trustees,
which described the increase as a
“modest 3.5%.” The breakdown in
prices were stated in the email as
the following:
- Tuition: $47,130 (3.5% increase from 2017-2018)
- Student Fees $150 (no increase from 2017-2018)
- Room and Board, double
$15,370 (no increase from 20172018)
The email, signed by Dr. Hernan Bucheli, states: “In an effort
to continue to keep costs affordable, the College will not increase
traditional style residence hall
rates for next year”.
I met with Susan Collins, the
Vice President for Finance and

Administration, to understand
the tuition increase in better
detail. Collins explained that
the reasons behind the increase
were that, “we need to provide
salary increases to our faculty
and staff who work here.” She
reasons this by stating,“because
the cost of living keeps going up, it
is very important to us to be able
to compensate our employees for
the work they do.”
Another area in which costs
will continue to rise is facilities, because, as Collins states,
“we want to be able to maintain
[them], and so we are basing our
increases from our maintenance
provider — the people who do
our maintenance for us and those
who are union employees. They
have contracts, and so we have to
abide by those contracts.” While
keeping up with union contracts
contributes to one part of the
facilities cost, another major
part according to Collins is that
“we also want to keep up our

grounds and do maintenance on
our buildings.”
According to the Admissions
and Aid section on the Saint
Mary ’s College website, 86%
of students receive some form
of financial aid. With so many
students receiving aid, it’s not
surprising that one of the big
questions many may have in
mind is whether or not the recent increases will have an effect
on student scholarships. “If a
student comes in and receives a
5,000 dollar scholarship,” Collins states that the scholarship
“will stay with them throughout
their time here as long as they
meet the requirements for the
scholarship, which are usually a
grade point average and progress
on your degree.”
But what can we expect for
the 2018-2019 school year? The
tuition level, which is reviewed
on an annual basis, will unsurprisingly continue to rise in the
future. Whether that will be in

the next few years or further
down the line is unclear at this
moment in time. Collins believes
that it is “our goal to minimize
the impact on the students, and
we continue to explore other
revenue sources.” Collins states.
“Certainly we hit a high this year
in our giving- our annual giving.
We did very well with that. But
the total amount that it costs to
run the university is much more
than what we can get just from
fundraising. We try to expand
revenue sources from other areas
in order to minimize the impact
on our students.”
Collins leaves us with this
closing statement: “I think the
important thing is that we are
very aware of the cost of education and how much it costs to
send students to college. It certainly has gotten a lot of publicity
in the newspaper — the costs of
education, and so we’re trying to
be very conscientious as we set
our tuition rates each year.”

Campus
Calendar
Public History Presentation
Tuesday, Sept. 25
5 p.m.
Galileo Hall, 201
Contact:
Musuem of Art
museum@stmarys-ca.edu
Resume Workshop
Wednesday, Sept. 26
1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Soda Center, Orinda Room
Contact:
CPDS
925-631-4600
English Dept. Tea Party
Wednesday, Sept. 26
1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Soda Center, Patio
Contact:
Ryan McKinley
rm20@stmarys-ca.edu
Study Abroad Info Session
Wednesday, Sept. 26
1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Br. Jerome West, Suite 130
Contact:
CIP
studyabroad@stmarys-ca.edu
Black Student Meet/Greet
Wednesday, Sept. 26
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Soda Center, Lafayette Room
Contact:
AEO
events@stmarys-ca.edu
Eucharistic Adoration
Wednesday, Sept. 26
8 p.m.
Chapel
Contact:
Halen Gamino
hac5@stmarys-ca.edu
Parent and Family Weekend
Friday, Sept. 28 -12 p.m. to
Sunday, Sept. 30 -12 p.m.
Saint Mary’s College
Contact:
NSFP
jgh3@stmarys-ca.edu
Student-Led Mass
Sunday, Sept. 30
8 p.m.
Chapel
Contact:
Quang Luu
ql2@stmarys-ca.edu
Domestic Violence Display
Monday, Oct. 1 -9 a.m. to
Wednesday Oct. 17 -9 a.m.
Library, Lobby
Contact:
Erin Osanna-Barba
emo3@stmarys-ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
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A Jan Term Experience: Finding “Searching ”
BY NATASHA YERRAMILLI
STAFF WRITER
One of the coolest parts of
attending Saint Mary ’s College is Jan Term. Students are
given a chance to broaden their
horizons, and I did this earlier
this year by going to Sundance.
When I was there, I had a chance
to see the movie “Searching ”
months ahead of its August
31, 2018, US release date and
learned more about the film
and the filming process during
the Q&A portion. Because of my
Jan Term course, I had a better
understanding and appreciation
of “Searching ” and the movie
making process.
“Searching ” is a movie that
revolves around a father, played
by John Cho from the show
Selfie, whose daughter, played
by Michelle La, has gone missing. When the detective assigned
to the case upgraded the investigation from missing persons
to a homicide after 48 hours
of finding no leads, a parent’s
worst nightmare came true. The
father, Dave Kim, was spurred
into action and proceeds to create a timeline of his daughter’s
whereabouts by contacting her
friends and checking her laptop
for clues by tracing her digital
footprint on Google maps and
her social media accounts. Viewers watch the investigation and
his journey as he struggles to
find his daughter. The movie
comes with many twists and

JOHN CHO plays David Kim in “Searching”, thriller where daughter goes missing. (Courtesy of Variety)

turns, and audience members
stay on the edge of their seats
for every second of the movie.
The movie is entirely filmed
through screens, such as FaceTime, text messages, home videos, and security cameras. When
I heard that this film told the
story using technology devices,
I thought that I might feel distance from the story and be
unable to connect to the characters. However, I found that this
style of storytelling was still as
captivating as any other. I appreciated the synchronization
of the apps and sounds through
the computers, as it made the
film feel very real. I thought it
was amazing how they were still
able to capture the emotions of
loneliness and fear and express
those to the audience members.

I was able to go through the father’s journey with him, as I saw
his anxiety through his activity
on the screen.
Searching is a really great
movie as it makes one think
about technology and our relationship with it. Our generation
is so dependent on technology and the movie captures
that mentality. The story feels
so real, and it is easy to imagine
the plot actually happening to
people close to us. We are never
away from our phones and other
electronic devices. We are able
to track our friends and family
based on what they post on their
social media accounts. With
all this technology, it is like we
are always being watched because everything we do online
leaves a digital footprint. Over-

all, “Searching” is a worthwhile
film to see, and is a good thriller
to watch with friends on a Friday
night. It was a very creative and
insightful film, and I highly recommend watching it.
I saw this movie last January
when I went to The Sundance
Film Festival for Jan Term.
During the festival, the director
and editing team conducted a
Q&A session for the audience
members. Some of the questions asked were in regard to
the editing and filming process,
as well as how the director got
the idea for this film. The director explained that he got the
idea for the film while he was
working at Google. The team
said it was a struggle to get good
quality footage of laptop and
iPhones because of the glare.
Additionally, matching up the
audio with the video is also very
difficult. During the editing,
they had to add in all the clicking noises of the buttons being
pressed and the ringing of the
FaceTime. Even though this was
a lot more time consuming and
tedious than they expected, the
editing team was very excited
because a movie like “Searching” has not been done before.
The “Searching ” team thought
it would be cool to film a movie
in this style as it is reflective of
our technology-focused society.
I already liked the plot of
Searching but attending the
Q&A gave me more context and
background to help me appre-

ciate the movie and the movie
making process more. Everyone was encouraged to ask the
director and the crew questions
about the movie. The Q&A was
very helpful because it gave the
audience insight as to what the
director’s vision was and how he
and the crew went about implementing it. This really made
the movie more intimate and
you would not be able to have
the same experience anywhere
else besides the Sundance Film
Festival.
I am thankful that I chose
Sundance for my Jan Term
course. It is during Jan Term
that I first saw “Searching,”
which was amazing. It was pretty
cool to be able to watch the movie and then immediately talk to
the director and editors and ask
them questions about their film.
I really enjoyed this course and I
feel like everyone would benefit
from taking this class. As SMC
students are about to choose
their Jan Term course, I highly
recommend to my fellow Gaels
to go to Sundance for Jan Term
because it is a great experience
and not many people are given
the chance to experience being around so many influential
actors and directors and being
able to talk to them. Our teacher
has attended the festival many
times, so she is able to show
students the ropes and help
them get the most out of their
Sundance experience. I would
take this course again if I could.

Album “Sweetener” is about the Power of Healing
BY RAMYA RAMAMOORTHY
STAFF WRITER
The tragic Manchester bombing which occurred on May 22,
2017 broke Ariana Grande’s
heart, but she was able to turn
the situation around and create
an album that reflects her healing process.
Her songs include stories about
overcoming anxiety, recovering,
and finding happiness. Through
her songs, she shows her fans
that she was able to find strength
during the darkest times. Her
new album “Sweetener” has been
described by Paper Magazine as
“a celebration of the power of
healing.”
The first track on the album
is “raindrops (an angel cried).”
This song is an excerpt from
another song from the 60s titled
“An Angel Cried” by Frankie Valli
and Four Seasons. Grande claims
during an interview with Beats 1
that she went into the studio and
sang part of the song in acapella.
Her music team thought that her
rendition sounded so good that
they made a decision to add the
song to the album as it is.
When her music team checked
who had written the song, they
found out that the songwriter
was the best friend of Grande’s
grandfather. With this discovery,
the singer instantly felt a spiritual connection with the song and
said, that it made her “[cry] like
all day, for like two days straight.”
The album also features a variety of collaborations with music

ARIANA GRANDE released her fourth studio album “Sweetener”, stating that is an album that promotes self healing. (Courtesy of Fact Magazine)

greats such as Pharrell Williams,
Missy Elliot, and one of her best
friends Nicki Minaj.
My favorite song from the album is “breathin.” I love how the
song is honest as it goes through
the emotions of feeling anxious,
but it also has an upbeat vibe
to it. The line “Feel my blood
runnin’, swear the sky’s fallin’”
struck a chord with me, because
it is a feeling that many of us may
have experienced during nervewracking times.
In an interview with Jimmy
Fallon, Grande said that she and
her songwriters wrote the song as

a response to her feelings of anxiety and inability to breathe in the
studio. Aside from “breathin,”
the first and third singles off the
album, “no tears left to cry” and
“God is a woman,” respectively,
are also two of my favorites.
“no tears left to cry” is similar
to “breathin” because the song is
about going through hard times
but it still has an upbeat tone to it.
This was her first single to come
out after the tragic Manchester
concert bombing, which is why
NPR speculates that the song is
about letting go of the weight of
the Manchester tragedies and

turning a heartbreaking moment
into a Max Martin production.
The third single that she released called “God is a woman”
is one of the most powerful feminist songs I have heard. In her
music video, she shows that she
is bigger than her haters as she
sings, “And I can be all the things
you told me not to be / When
you try to come for me, I keep
on flourishing”. She sits on top
of the world and there is one part
where she recites the bible verse
Ezekiel 25:17 in Madonna’s voice.
This verse is about strength and
supporting one’s sisters and

states, “... and you will know my
name is the Lord.” At the end of
the song, she recreates Michelangelo’s “Creation of Adam” where
she portrays herself as God.
After the song was released as a
surprise, Grande posted on Instagram, “to my fellow goddesses
who work their asses off every
day to “break the glass ceiling,”,
this is for you. I respect u and am
endlessly inspired by u.”
The last song on the album
embodies “the power of healing”
and it is called “get well soon”.
She sings, “This is for everybody
/ Babe, you gotta take care of
your body / Ain’t no time to deny
it, that is why we talking about
it”. She confirmed during her
interview with Beats 1 that the
song is about recovering from the
Manchester bombing.
She says, “It’s just about being
there for each other and helping
each other during scary times
and anxiety.” She continues that
the point of the attack was to
make people scared, but she did a
benefit concert and resumed the
rest of the “Dangerous Woman”
tour shortly after the attack to
set an example for her fans to be
fearless.
Ariana Grande is such an inspiration as she shows that we can
take our bad experiences, even
something as tragic as what she
and her fans at Manchester went
through, and turn it into art and
heal from it. “Sweetener” does
not shy away from talking about
mental health and tragedies and
it reflects the Grande’s healing.
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“Crazy Rich Asians” Defies Asian Movie Stereotypes
BY AUBRIE MCKEEVER
STAFF WRITER

Continued from page 1
Oftentimes, strong characters
are reserved for non-Asians;
or, in the case of “Ghost in the
Shell,” the role of Motoko Kusanagi was whitewashed and was
played by Scarlett Johansson.
It was refreshing to see Asians
being depicted just like regular
people in the ways they deal
with family conflict, fall in love,
and have desires, ambitions, and
dreams like everyone else. It was
so great to see strong, complex
Asian characters being the lead
and seeing people who looked
like me on screen.
The Asian women in the film
were not seen as submissive or
soft-spoken, but instead were
independent and confident
in vocalizing their wants and
needs. As much as Rachel loves
Nick, she does not need the approval of Nick’s mother to validate her self-worth. By the end
of the film, she is willing to walk
away from Nick and his family because she knows she will
never be good enough for Nick’s
mom, and does not want Nick to
have to choose between her or
his family. Rachel also showed

THE ORINDA THEATRE now playing the film Crazy Rich Asians. (Courtesy of Anthony Riggins)

her strength when she stood
up to Nick’s mother. Just like
Rachel is proud of her ChineseAmerican identity by the end of
the film, I also felt proud to be
Asian by the end of this movie.
I think that Asians will be seen
in a new light, and for the bet-

ter, after watching “Crazy Rich
Asians.”
Not only did the film represent Asians beautifully, but it
also had the perfect all-Asian
cast to represent them. The
on-screen chemistry between
Henry Golding and Constance

Wu was electrifying. Their acting was so realistic that the
audience believed they were in
love with one another. Surprisingly, this was Henry Golding’s
first movie, and he did an amazing job playing the handsome
Nick Young. He is charming and
looked very much like the “Asian
Bachelor ” who made ladies
swoon. Constance Wu’s performance was equally as good, as
she put on an authentic performance playing Nick’s girlfriend.
She also did a great job acting
alongside the stellar Michelle
Yeoh, who played Nick’s strict
and protective mother. Yeoh’s
performance was amazing as
she was able to communicate
so much just through her facial
expressions. Her gaze toward
Rachel conveyed an incredible
amount when she would throw
death glares at Rachel.
The audience could see the animosity and the tension between
the two. The scenes with Golding and Yeoh were perfect as it
showed the protective mother’s
love for her son and how they
valued their relationship with
each other. The chemistry between the cast was palpable, and
it made the movie stronger.
This movie is revolutionary
because it shows Hollywood

audiences are ready to see more
diverse characters on-screen.
The movie is a box office success having made over $100M
in the United States. It is also
well-received by critics and is
rated 93% on Rotten Tomatoes.
As the director John Chu states,
“This is more than a movie, it’s
a movement.” Hopefully, the
success of “Crazy Rich Asians”
will persuade Hollywood to
produce more movies that show
the experience of minorities on
screen and inspire more Asian
actors that they, too, can be leads
in successful movies.
I highly recommend this movie. One need not be Asian or be
a romantic comedy connoisseur
to enjoy “Crazy Rich Asians”
because the movie is so much
more than that. This movie is
about family, love, tradition,
acceptance, and so many more
important life values that are
part of the human experience.
Love is a universal concept that
everyone can relate to, and this
movie celebrates that. I think
“Crazy Rich Asians” is for everyone, and everyone will have
a great time watching it where
they can cry and laugh together.
Everyone should enjoy this experience seeing it in theaters! I
would watch it again and again.

“A Simple Favor” EU Yeets Memes: A Dank Move
BY GABRIELLA RAMIREZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Picture this— a perfect, cold,
martini late in the afternoon.
The secret? Frozen glass, frozen gin, a little vermouth, and
a slight lemon twist. You sit in
the kitchen of her house with
sunlight pouring in through the
large windows. Intricate and
custom paintings hang on the
walls, complimenting the overall grey and white color scheme
of the modern decor. The faint
sound of Serge Gainsbourg ’s
“Bonnie And Clyde” plays from
the speaker overhead, and in
that very moment you wish you
could be her. You wish you could
be Emily.
Paul Feig ’s new thriller, “A
Simple Favor,” was released in
theaters on September 14, and
it has already made a name for
itself among film critics. It has
been rated four stars out of
five by notable websites such
as Rotten Tomatoes, and it has
made over $6.4 million in the
box office. I first heard about “A
Simple Favor,” from its widely
publicized ads on YouTube trailers, and on Instagram. Despite
deviating from my usual taste in
movies, I was not disappointed.
I went to see it not long after
its theater release, and I was
surprised to find that the theater
was completely full. The movie
was a bit longer than two hours,
but its fast paced and intriguing
plot made it feel short. I was so
engrossed in the film, that I did
not realize how much time had
passed by.
For a film to be good, it must
appeal to the senses. Everything
from the sounds we hear to the
things we see — no matter how

pleasant or unpleasant— have
a grand impact on our perceptions. It takes more than just a
decent plot to make a film what
it should be: a work of art. The
film incorporated a simplistic
color-block scheme, which was
reminiscent of the subtle complexities of the Cubist art movement. Its overall aesthetic, clever camera angles, and dialogue
fit perfectly with its soundtrack.
The score was decent, but the
soundtrack was spectacular. Its
opening song, “Poisson Rouge,”
by Saint Privat, helped set the
colorful and playful mood seen
throughout the movie.
The plot was very clever, and
its characters left me feeling
uncertain of who truly was the
villain, or if there were any
heroes at all. Emily, one of the
main characters, was the most
puzzling figure in the film. A
modern femme fatale who is
perhaps misunderstood, Emily
seemed to embody the aesthetic
and energy of the film.
Admittedly, it was the type
of film that leaves one’s mind
blank once the credits roll. I did
not know what to think, or how
to feel about the movie until I
gave it some thought and realized “hey, that was a really good
film.” Despite being a thriller,
Feig incorporated his humor
into the plot, that there were
times when I was not sure if I
should laugh or be utterly horrified.
My final statement is this: “A
Simple Favor” is a must see film
that one must experience in
order to decide whether or not
it is worthwhile. So grab some
friends, get some snacks, and
check it out for yourself this
weekend.

BY KEVIN BASMADJIAN
NEWS EDITOR
If you have been on Reddit,
Instagram, or any other social
media site recently, you would
know that there is a disastrous
situation facing humanity (or at
least the people in Europe)- Article 13, a.k.a. the potential censorship of our beloved memes.
On September 12, lawmakers
of the European Union met in
Strasbourg, France, to cast their
vote on the EU’s new copyright directive- the Directive on
Copyright in the Digital Single
Market. It is being led by MEP
and European People’s Party
member Axel Voss, who says
that his main goal is to “protect
creatives.”
The new law would implement two articles: 11 and 13.
Originally blocked in July over
these two controversial parts, the
articles were slightly revised,
but remain largely the same.
Article 11, which those who oppose the bill call ‘the link tax’,
will force sites that link to or
take information from others to
contract a licence from the originator. Article 13, known as the
‘upload filter’ to supporters and
the ‘censorship machine’ to opposers, requires that companies
monitor the information being
uploaded by users in order to
prevent copyright infringement.
Companies like YouTube
and Facebook have historically
relied on user-generated material
where people share images, gifs,
and videos taken from other media. According to this directive,
these companies would have
to take a direct step towards

MEMES are open to interpretation. So we ask, what does this one mean? (Courtesy of Reddit)

managing their users’ uploads.
This brings up the main controversy surrounding Article 13: is
this protecting user copyrights or
restricting free speech?
To those who support the
directive, these two new articles
are critical in cracking down
on copyright infringement and
protecting original creative content. Supporters of the directive
state that small companies won’t
publish copyrighted works, and
larger sites will pay to do so- all
in an effort for the original creators to get credit and compensation for their work.
Ultimately, the vote passed

with 438 in favor, 226 against,
and 39 abstaining. From here,
the directive will go to a final
decision in January of 2019. If it
passes there, then each country
within the European Union will
enact their own version of the
law.
But the real question everyone
is asking here: how might this
new directive affect my dank
memes? According to Voss, the
directive will not lead to the
censorship of memes, stating,
“If we are looking to memes, the
legitimate use of memes is not
a question of Article 13, it is of
copyright.”
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OPINION
Single-use straws: wasteful or necessary?
BY HAILEY BREWSTER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

COUNTDOWN
TO THE
END OF
DEMOCRACY
BY CAROLINE BINLEY
OPINION EDITOR

42 DAYS
Midterm elections are November 6, 2018. The Countdown, ahem, counts down to that fateful day with a
weekly showcase of one student’s favorite thing about
democracy, and one way you can make sure it lasts.

MY FAVORITE THING
Democracy, baby, don’t leave me. I’m sorry about
those Russian girls. They didn’t mean nothing. I love
you. I know we’ve had our problems: the electoral college; the war on drugs; the war on crime; Iraq; Syria;
Gitmo; Ted Cruz; shit, even American Idol. I’m sorry
we’re not perfect. But baby, those problems were ours.
We made those mistakes together, and I was so proud.
I loved you and me, and I loved that it was us — all of
us — who made things go wrong. And it wasn’t all bad
times. We gave California weed, remember?
Baby, I’m scared. They promised me you’d die in
darkness, and the sun’s still out, but you’re melting in
its orange glow. First, 45 said he was innocent; then,
truth stopped being truth; next, it won’t matter what
he did — you can’t prosecute the man in charge; and
the Congress we have doesn’t care. They’ll let him
do what he wants, as long as they get their scraps
of power: get to keep guns around and taxes down
(for the rich, at least). I know you think I’m paranoid,
but you already took a hit in 2016, and you can’t take
much more.
Baby, please tell me that we’ll be OK. Tell me we’ll
get through this, that we’ll vote for who we need, and
that the next crop of representatives will hold Trump
accountable. I need you to promise me that we can
do it. I can’t say we’ll ever be perfect, but I want to
make mistakes with you forever. Let’s bomb the moon,
baby, just as long as we pick the guy who blows it up.

YOUR WEEKLY
CHALLENGE
Register to vote. I know you haven’t done it. Hell, I
only registered once I realized I’d have to explain the
process here. Follow my lead:
Google “register to vote in [your home state].” Click
on the link to your Secretary of State’s website. Fill
out a short questionnaire. You will have to provide
your name and address to the government, but on
the bright side, no math. Hit submit.
That’s it. You’re done. You can opt to vote by mail if
you can’t or simply don’t want to attend a polling place
on November 6. Tweet your registration confirmation
to @SMC_Collegian for a prize, then phone a friend
and make them do the same.

COUNT IT DOWN
Got some words that’ll help us wave democracy
goodbye? Come to the next Collegian storyboarding
session, Monday, October 1, or shoot us an email at
smccollegian@gmail.com.

Restaurants have recently scaled
back previously compulsory amenities,
tall glasses of ice water in droughtstricken California among them.
Starter chips and bread are more and
more frequently given only upon request, and sometimes even billed to
the customer. Plastic single-use straws
are next up on the chopping block. California Governor Jerry Brown recently
signed into effect legislation that calls
for plastic straws to be the next step in
the state-wide plastic ban that began
with grocery bags in 2016, and even
earlier in certain cities. Along with
other measures, the new ban on straws SINGLE-USE STRAWS often end up in our oceans, poisoning our food supply and contributing to our
is aimed at reducing plastic waste that increasing rate of unrecyclable garbage. (Courtesy of Flickr)
frequently ends up in our waterways, to the ocean, where there are 5 massive but ourselves.
In an effort to reduce straw usage
something typically unseen by most garbage patches, the biggest in the
Californians. This measure is needed Pacific Ocean between California and independent of the proposed ban,
because single-use straws are detri- Hawaii. While under the sun and being restaurants are rolling back straw
mental to not only the environment, knocked around in the waves, plastics use altogether, or are providing combreak down into smaller and smaller postable substitutes. Paper straws will
but to our way of life as well.
pieces, unable to likely be the most popular alternative;
According to the
degrade naturally. however, these cost considerably more
National Park Service
website, 500 million A c c o r d i n g t o t h e These micro-plas- than the single-use plastic currently in
soak up toxins use. While reusable steel or glass straws
straws are used daily
National Park Service, tics
like sponges and are feasible for the general public to use
in the United States,
which boils down to 500 million straws are are eaten by wild- at home, having them in restaurants is
1.6 straws per person used daily in the United life, which mistake far too expensive and difficult to clean
it for plankton. en masse to even bother.
per day. Most of these
While most environmentalists are
straws cannot be re- States, which boils These toxins are
cycled, as well as plas- down to 1.6 straws per absorbed by the on board with the proposed plastic ban,
organism that in- some are calling this an ableist move.
tic cutlery and other
gest them, accu- Many disabled people are unable to
single-use plastics, person per day.
mulating quickly drink without straws for a multitude of
because of the speas it moves up the reasons, making it even more difficult
cific plastic material
it is made from. Many of these straws food web into the food we eat. While for them to enjoy a night out. This ban
are individually wrapped in plastic for only ten percent of total nutrients would force straw-reliant people to
sanitary purposes, which only creates are absorbed when an organism is bring their own, giving them an extra
consumed, all toxins present will be step and added cost. The ban would
more plastic waste.
All this plastic has to go somewhere, absorbed if ingested. This also counts likely drive up the cost of single-use
and it typically ends up in local water- for people. Most fishes we consume are straws, and reusable alternatives are
ways or, if properly disposed of, land- high up in the food web, meaning we out of reach for some, given the nature
fills. These waterways, of course, lead are poisoning not only the ecosystem, of some disabilities.

HOT TAKE SNACK BREAK

Grab your favorite snack and see what your peers have to say about the world this week - read ‘em while they’re hot!

DOG DAYS ARE OVER

This one goes out to all of you with “I’ll probably like your dog more than you” written in your Bumble profile, and all
who stop in the middle of the street to pet strangers’ dogs. It’s time for you to know: liking dogs doesn’t make you cute
or quirky. It’s both common and understandable - they’re cute, playful companions who prove some things in this world
are still devoid of evil. Liking them shouldn’t be the focal point of your personal brand. Instead, focus on something
that’s actually interesting: say you’re an artist, a writer, you play basketball, or something else that’s actually important.
-KERRY-ANNE LOUGHMAN
OPINION EDITOR

SPICE IT UP

Curing disease is a daunting task, with rigorous processes for developing and testing new treatments. Researchers have tried many things, and made great progress. But have they tried spicy lemonade? I can
personally testify to the pseudo-scientific power of taking water, squeezing a lemon in it, and dumping a bunch of cayenne pepper in on top. (If you’re a wimp, add a dash of sugar.) It’s become a ritual of
mine since starting college, intended to burn away illness at a moment’s notice. And hey, I haven’t died yet!
-CAROLINE BINLEY
OPINION EDITOR

ICE, ICE MAYBE

To put it mildly, my caffeine tolerance is low. Once, I had a shot of espresso at 3 pm. At 3 am, I was still awake, irritated
about it, and cleaning my entire room. Whoops. One would assume, then, that handing me a big ol’ cup of Joe is a
terminally bad idea. And as long as it’s piping hot, you’re right: I bounce off the walls, and I’ll probably knock something
over in the process. But iced coffee? I can chug it endlessly to no effect. My heart rate stays steady, my energy level
unchanged, and the $1.85 I just handed to Starbucks Corporation completely wasted. It’s time to put on your tinfoil
hats, friends, because I believe this is a scam.
-CAROLINE BINLEY
OPINION EDITOR

HUNGRY FOR MORE?

Uh oh, your hottest take is all dressed up with nowhere to go. Let it loose. Come to the next Collegian storyboarding
session, Monday, October 1 at 6 PM in Dante 115, or shoot us an email at smccollegian@gmail.com.
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SPORTS
Rough Start for the Gruden-led Raiders
BY VICTORIA VIDALES
STAFF WRITER
The Oakland Raiders are off
to a rough start at the beginning of the 2018-2019 football
season with zero wins and
three losses in their first three
games. The Raiders rehired to
one of their former coaches,
Jon Gruden, to help them improve their chances at a shot
in the Superbowl. Gruden has
returned to coach the Raiders
for a second round this season,
which was initially met with
approval from fans. However,
on Sept. 1, Gruden and Raiders
management decided to trade
outside linebacker Khalil Mack
to the Chicago Bears. Following the trading of Mack and
the disappointing losses of the
past two games, many fans are
wondering whether or not the
Raiders can turn the season
around and if Gruden was the
right coach for the job.
Mack stood out in his very
first season with Oakland in
2014, recording 76 tackles,
and finishing third in the race
for Defensive Rookie of the
Year. In 2016, Mack was voted
Defensive Player of the Year.
Despite his success, problems
with the Raiders organization
began emerging in the weeks
leading up to the 2018 season
when Mack demanded more
money, and salary negotiations
came to a stalemate. Mack did
not participate in any practices
or preseason events with the

Sports
this week
VOLLEYBALL
@University of the Pacific
Friday, September 28 @ 7 pm
Stockton, CA
Gael Volleyball looks to
bounce back from a loss
to #1 ranked BYU

DEREK CARR, has played well this season, completing a majority of his passes, but has been unable to lead Oakland to a win. (Courtesy of CBS)

Raiders. Refusing to give into
Mack’s requests and seeing the
potential for higher picks in future drafts to be gained, Gruden
made the decision to trade
Mack. In his first two games for
the Bears, Khalil Mack had 2
sacks and 1 interception, which
he returned for a touchdown.
Gruden’s first stint as the
head coach of the Raiders occurred in the 1998 season.
Under Gruden’s coaching, the
Raiders finished with 8-8 records in the 1998 and 1999
seasons, and an impressive
12-4 in 2000. After successful
entries into the AFC West, and a
40-28 win loss record. In 2002,
Gruden became the head coach
of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
He was traded by the Raiders

to acquire Tampa Bay’s earlier
round draft picks. Although
Gruden’s coaching of the team
was successful, the management of the Raiders saw that his
contract would be expiring soon
and wanted to try out different
techniques of coaching.
Gruden had ups and downs
as the head coach of the Buccaneers. In 2003, he led the Bucs
to a Super Bowl XXXVII over
his previous team, the Oakland
Raiders. However, he also had
a disappointing 2006 season,
with a 4-12 win-loss record.
Then, in the 2008 season, they
were eliminated from making
the playoffs by the Raiders,
resulting in Gruden’s firing in
January 2009. After his coaching career with Tampa Bay had

e n d e d , G r u d e n m ove d i n t o
broadcasting, becoming a correspondent for ESPN.
On Jan. 6, 2018 Gruden was
recruited once again to be the
Oakland Raiders head coach.
He signed with a surprising
100 million dollar contract that
would cover the span of ten
years. Many fans were initially
pleased with Gruden returning
as head coach, citing his previous successful works with the
Raiders and the Bucs.
The Raiders disappointing
start to the season has raised
questions about Gruden’s decision making, but he has remained adamant that he has
made the right decision in trading Mack. Consider Jon Gruden
on the hot seat.

MEN’S SOCCER
UC Irvine
Saturday, September 29 @ 1 pm
Still unbeaten, Men’s Soccer
will face UC Irvine.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
Loyola Marymount University
Friday, September 28
@ 3:30 pm
Women’s soccer will be kicking
off conference play at home.

OPINION

Rejoice: The Champions League 2018-19 has Begun
BY RICHIE AVILA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This week marked the start of the
2018-19 UEFA Champions League.
Considered the most prestigious
club competition in world football,
the 64th edition of the tournament
began with several entertaining
matches and a wide variety of credible contenders.
Barcelona, the perennial Champions League favorites, defeated
PSV Eindhoven of Holland. The
Spanish giants won 4-0, with Lionel
Messi scoring a hattrick to continue
to cement his claim as one of the
greatest players of all-time.
Bayern Munich defeated Portuguese side Benfica 2-0, with goals
from Polish striker Robert Lewandowski, and former Benfica player,
Renato Sanches. Bayern Munich
last won the Champions League in
2013, and the team has won five total
in their history. The best German
team look to add to their Champions
League total and reclaim the position as best in Europe.
Juventus, who recently acquired
Cristiano Ronaldo, defeated Valencia despite a controversial red-card
handed to their new star. Ronaldo’s
expulsion left the Italian champions
down a player for the majority of
the game, but they still came out
with a 2-0 victory. Juventus, who
have finished runners-up in the
Champions League a record 7 times,
look to finally win one this century
after having come so close in 2015
and 2017.
Atlético Madrid, who have simi-

MEN’S TENNIS
@UC Davis
Thursday, September 27-30
ALL DAY
Men’s tennis travels to Davis, CA
for the Davis Aggie Invitational

LIONEL MESSI, FC Barcelona, bagged a hat trick in Barcelona’s Champions League Opener against PSV Eindhoven. (Courtesy of CBS Sports)

larly finished as runners-up twice in
recent years, defeated Monaco with
a score of 2-1. The victory should
prove crucial as they find themselves in a group with Borussia Dortmund and Club Brugge, both strong
sides who could potentially provide
a challenge to Atlético Madrid.
Real Madrid, Atlético’s rivals,
have enjoyed a historic amount of
success in recent years. The famous
club has won the last 3 Champions
Leagues titles, adding to their 13 total wins. By far, the most successful
team in Champions League history,
the Spanish side will attempt to win
a fourth Champions League in a row
despite the loss of their top-scorer,
Cristiano Ronaldo, and legendary
manager Zinedine Zidane. Zidane’s
replacement, Julen Lopetegui, has
the team playing a more balanced
style in the wake of Ronaldo’s de-

parture. So far, the switch in style
has been a success as Real Madrid
completely dominated Roma in a
3-0 win.
Like Madrid, Manchester also
has two teams in the tournament,
although they enjoyed very different results in the first week of play.
Manchester United won comfortably against Swiss side BSC YB, with
their game ending 3-0. United look
prepared to battle with Juventus for
top of their group. Manchester City,
on the other hand, lost at home to
Olympique Lyon. Manchester City,
who have continually struggled in
Europe despite their extravagant
spending, now find themselves
bottom of their group and at risk of
another Champions League failure.
In the most-anticipated match of
the week, Liverpool faced against
Paris Saint-Germain. Liverpool

looked a class above their opponents
in a 3-2 win. Despite the close score,
PSG were overrun in midfield and
highlighted how important it was
to have a balanced team. The Paris
side have the most expensive forward line in the world, with Neymar,
Cavani, and World Cup winner
Mbappe, yet a weak midfield may
hinder any serious hope of winning
the Champions league for the first
time. Liverpool have strengthened
a side that reached the final last
season, and with this statement
win, have their sights set on a sixth
overall Champions League title.
The lack of a clear-cut favorite, as
well as the return of historic teams
like Ajax Amsterdam, Internazionale Milan, and Red Star Belgrade,
have made this season’s edition of
the UEFA Champions League one of
the most exciting in recent memory.

WOMEN’S TENNIS
@UC Berkeley
Thursday, September 27-30
ALL DAY
Women’s tennis heads over
to our East Bay neighbor
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SPORTS
SMC Volleyball Hitting Hard, Starting Strong
BY SAVANNAH FOX
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The temperature is rising in
Moraga — the women’s volleyball
team has been on fire! The team
is off to a hot start as they are
now 8-3 overall, and undefeated
in their past four matchups at
home. They started out the pre
season with two tournaments in
which the Gaels faced their only
losses thus far, going 1-2 at the
Utah Volleyball Classic, and later
sweeping the tournament 3-0 at
the Fresno State Invitational,
kicking off their win streak. Senior middle blocker and native of
the Fresno area, Lindsey Calvin,
was named tournament MVP in
Fresno, hitting a .511 average, and
continues to lead the team with
132 kills to date.
At home, the ladies have faced
some tough opponents, barely
escaping the bite of the Nevada
Wolfpack. They teeter tottered
back and forth, each team taking
a set away from the other by only
a few points. The Gaels’ scrappiness allowed them to come back
from behind in the final set 10-5,
tie it up at 11-11, and finally go on
to win 15-13.
The big test for the team before
they head into conference play
came when they faced our neighbors through the Caldecott, UC
Berkeley. Before the Bears faced
the Gaels, they were a promising
8-3. This is a marked improvement when compared to last

LINDSAY CALVIN and the Volleyball team, despite a loss to #1 BYU, have had a successful start to the season and are hopeful for success in future matches. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

year’s mediocre season when they
ranked 11th in the PAC 12 with
their 13-18 overall record. Cal put
up a decent fight, going 16-25, 2325, and 20-25, ultimately being
swept right back over the hill by
the Gaels. This was the first time
SMC has swept Cal in 20 years.
A strong offensive approach
has been really propelling the
team forward, continually out
hitting their opponents, which
has translated into wins. Against
Cal, the Gaels had 45 kills, where
the Bears had 38, and facing
Nevada, SMC made 71 kills, the

Wolfpack 61. Effective serving
has also been huge for the ladies,
facing Cal they had 11 service
aces, and against Nevada, 8. Playing smart, efficiently, and as a unit
are seemingly key to their success
early on.
During their first WCC match
against University of San Diego,
the Gaels would not go down
without a fight. The ladies started
out the match strong taking the
first set 25-22. They then went on
to lose the second and third sets
25-20 and 25-22. Under pressure,
SMC turned the tables and took

set 4, 25-20. Refusing to be sent
home with a loss, they racked up
additional points in the 5th set,
eventually winning 16-14. Their
determination, and playing as a
unit to limit errors and hit effectively proved to be key for their
success.
Their toughest battle so far
came on Saturday, when the Gaels
took on the current #1 team in the
nation, BYU. It was trouble from
the start for the team as they lost
3-0 , going 25-10, 25-14, and 25-13.
The Cougars proved to be unstoppable as they hit a .531 average,

and had 15 blocks on the Gaels. It
ultimately came down to playing
effectively that handed the Gaels
the loss. If they had limited errors
and had put up some stronger
blocks, it potentially could have
been a bit closer of a game.
Overall, the ladies are killing
it on the court, and are a team to
keep an eye on! They are very well
rounded and have proven that
they can put on a show and battle
it out. This being their best start
in program history since 2005.
We can see a very exciting season
is on the horizon.

Saint Mary’s WSOC Signee Transcends Sports
5, and is a member of Benicia
Arsenal Football Club. Her new
affiliation with Saint Mary ’s
women’s soccer provides her, at
the least, to be interacting with a
club once again. This is not a one
game contract either. Sunni’s
treatment will continue up into
March, and the coaching staff
want to be there all the way.

Team Impact’s mission
stems from kids
like Sunnidae and
Quentin— making
sure that children are
able to be apart of
the game they love.

SUNNIDAE ROSS signed with Saint Mary’s College Women’s Soccer through NPO Team IMPACT, continuing the partnership between the organization and the athletics programs. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

BY HENRY PENALOSA
SPORTS EDITOR
Our women’s soccer team has
began the season at 5-4-1, playing better at home in Moraga
than on the road. This Friday,
Sept. 28, they will be opening
up conference play with a home
game against Loyola Marymount
University. Jordyn Cunningham
and Jaylen Crim led the Gaels in
goals and assists, respectively.
Late into this early season

action, the Gaels have added a
new member to the squad. Last
Wednesday, 13 year-old Sunnidae Ross signed with Saint
Mary’s women’s soccer. It was
only January when Sunni was
diagnosed with a brain tumor.
She was 12 years old. Since then,
she has been unable to play the
game she loves.
Thanks to Team IMPACT, a
non-profit organization that
aims at connecting children facing serious illnesses with college

sports teams, Sunnidae is now
able to consider herself apart of
the Saint Mary’s Womens Soccer Team.
Team IMPACT is not new to
Moraga. Earlier this year, 7 yearold Quentin Rios signed with the
Men’s soccer team. Team Impact
focuses on children between the
ages of 5 and 16 that have been
diagnosed with a life-threatening or chronic illness. Their
goal is simple — connect these
children with local collegiate

athletic teams. Their passion
stems from them being aspiring athletes themselves. Team
Impact’s motivation stems from
kids like Sunnidae and Quentin
— making sure that children
are able to be a part of the game
they love.
Since her diagnosis, Sunnidae
Ross has not been able to play
for her club soccer team, and has
been cheering them on from the
sidelines. She has been playing
the beautiful game since she was

“Our goal with this whole
process is we don’t want everything to end today. We want you
around as much as you want to
be around us. We would love to
have you as a part of our team,
from now until forever,” said
head coach Travis Clarke, speaking to Sunnidae during the press
conference held to announce
her signing. As a community
of Lasallians, our connection
with Ms. Ross can go beyond
sports. She is an athlete in need
of a team. This team transcends
athletics, as she has begun to
battle her diagnosis. Perhaps
there is more on the horizon in
the partnership between Saint
Mary’s College, Team IMPACT,
and inspirations like Quentin
Rios and Sunnidae Ross.

